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a b s t r a c t 
Tsunami generated by submarine slides are arguably an under-considered risk in comparison to 
earthquake-generated tsunami. Numerical simulations of submarine slide-generated waves can be used to 
identify the important factors in determining wave characteristics. Here we use Fluidity, an open source 
ﬁnite element code, to simulate waves generated by deformable submarine slides. Fluidity uses ﬂexible 
unstructured meshes combined with adaptivity which alters the mesh topology and resolution based on 
the simulation state, focussing or reducing resolution, when and where it is required. Fluidity also allows 
a number of different numerical approaches to be taken to simulate submarine slide deformation, free- 
surface representation, and wave generation within the same numerical framework. In this work we use 
a multi-material approach, considering either two materials (slide and water with a free surface) or three 
materials (slide, water and air), as well as a sediment model (sediment, water and free surface) approach. 
In all cases the slide is treated as a viscous ﬂuid. Our results are shown to be consistent with labora- 
tory experiments using a deformable submarine slide, and demonstrate good agreement when compared 
with other numerical models. The three different approaches for simulating submarine slide dynamics 
and tsunami wave generation produce similar waveforms and slide deformation geometries. However, 
each has its own merits depending on the application. Mesh adaptivity is shown to be able to reduce the 
computational cost without compromising the accuracy of results. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
This is an open access article under the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ). 
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1. Introduction 
Recent large seismically generated tsunami events, for example
he 2004 Indian Ocean, and the 2011 Tohoku events, have high-
ighted the devastating social and economic effects that tsunami
an have. Although these tsunami were seismogenic in origin,
ubmarine mass movements can also generate highly destructive
aves ( Assier-Rzadkiewicz et al., 20 0 0; Fine et al., 20 05; Masson
t al., 2006; Dan et al., 2007; Tappin et al., 2008; Tappin, 2010;
ondevik et al., 2005a ). Submarine mass movements are more fre-
uently termed submarine slides, even when the mode of defor-
ation is unknown. Here we use submarine slide as a generic
erm, without reference to the mechanism of movement. When
eferring to the submarine slide in the models and experiments∗ Corresponding author. 
E-mail address: rebecca.smith08@imperial.ac.uk (Rebecca C. Smith). 
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463-5003/© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article uescribed here ( Sections 2 –5 ), we drop the word submarine for
revity, and use ‘slide’. 
In 1998, the Papua New Guinea submarine slide resulted in a
sunami that devastated coastal villages and killed over 2100 peo-
le ( Kawata et al., 1999; Synolakis et al., 2002 ). A large submarine
lide, the Storegga Slide, occurred offshore Norway approximately
.2 ka ( Bugge et al., 1988; Dawson et al., 1988; Smith et al., 2004;
ondevik et al., 2005a; Wagner et al., 2007 ). The submarine slide
olume is estimated at 240 0–320 0 km 3 and its deposit extended
00 km down slope ( Bugge et al., 1988; Gauer et al., 2005; Haﬂi-
ason et al., 2004, 2005 ). Deposits from the resulting tsunami in-
icate vertical run ups (maximum inundation above sea level of a
ave incident to a beach) of approximately 3–4 m at the Scottish
ainland coast, and over 20 m at the Shetlands Islands and Nor-
egian coast ( Bondevik et al., 20 05a, 20 05b; Dawson et al., 1988;
mith et al., 2004; Wagner et al., 2007 ). 
Submarine slide events are diﬃcult to predict, monitor or
irectly observe ( Harbitz et al., 2014 ), therefore research hasnder the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ). 
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e  focused on experimental studies and numerical models. These aim
to gain a better understanding of the processes involved and the
factors that are important for wave generation. Numerical mod-
els in principle allow for the replication of events at realistic scale,
but should be validated against ﬁeld observations where possible,
and at the laboratory scale against experimental data. Experiments,
in both pseudo-two and three dimensions, have used a number
of methods to simulate the submarine slide such as rigid blocks
( Heinrich, 1992; Watts, 1998, 20 0 0; Watts et al., 20 0 0; Enet et al.,
2003; Grilli and Watts, 2005; Enet and Grilli, 2005; Liu et al., 2005;
Sue et al., 2006; Enet and Grilli, 2007; Sue et al., 2011; Whit-
taker et al., 2012 ) made of different materials (to alter slide den-
sity) and with different slide shapes (e.g. triangular/wedge, ellipti-
cal, Gaussian); granular materials ( Assier-Rzadkiewicz et al., 1997;
Watts and Grilli, 2003; Ataie-Ashtiani and Najaﬁ-Jilani, 2008 ); and
conﬁned granular materials ( Ataie-Ashtiani and Najaﬁ-Jilani, 2008 ).
These experiments investigated the effects of various slide param-
eters (block shape, density, grain size, conﬁnement, submergence,
slope angle) on the resulting wave characteristics (amplitude, run
up, wave form, dispersion, wave period, wave energy conversion).
Some studies using deformable slides have investigated the effect
of different grain sizes (e.g. 50 μm–9 mm by Watts and Grilli,
2003; Assier-Rzadkiewicz et al., 1997; Ataie-Ashtiani and Najaﬁ-
Jilani, 2008 ). There have been few studies that have directly inves-
tigated the effect of deformable slide rheology on wave generation,
although Watts and Grilli (2003) ; Elverhøi et al. (2005) , 2010) and
Breien et al. (2010) considered the effect of rheology on slide de-
formation and dynamics. 
The modelling of submarine slide-tsunami from the initiation
of submarine slide motion and wave generation, through to wave
propagation and inundation in three dimensions is computation-
ally challenging. Moreover, numerical simulations of each stage
have tended to rely on simpliﬁcations to make the problem more
tractable. 
One such simpliﬁcation is to model the slide as a rigid block
that cannot deform. However, in reality submarine slides deform
( Grilli and Watts, 2005 ), with complex rheology and ﬂow ( Løvholt
et al., 2015 ). Deformation may both increase initial acceleration
and decrease submarine slide thickness, which have competing ef-
fects on wave generation ( Watts, 1997; Watts and Grilli, 2003;
Ataie-Ashtiani and Najaﬁ-Jilani, 2008 ). Løvholt et al. (2015) found
that deformation was often too slow to inﬂuence wave genera-
tion, as most of the generation occurs during the initial accelera-
tion phase, before the slide has time to deform. However, they sug-
gested it may prove important for tsunami wave heights in scenar-
ios that were not considered, and recommended further research. 
Another common simpliﬁcation is to prescribe the motion of
the submarine slide, yet several studies have concluded that sub-
marine slide acceleration and velocity are key parameters in de-
termining wave characteristics ( Harbitz, 1992; Harbitz et al., 2014;
Løvholt et al., 2015 ). Simulating the slide dynamically, including its
interaction with the water, internal deformation and drag, ensures
a more accurate description of slide acceleration and velocity, but
adds substantial computational expense. 
Many studies have solved approximations to the full Navier–
Stokes equations (such as the shallow-water equations). While
such simpliﬁcations are often valid, use of non-depth-averaged and
non-hydrostatic models allows vertical acceleration to be consid-
ered, which can be important for submarine slide tsunami genera-
tion in some scenarios. 
Accounting more fully for slide deformation and dynamics, and
solving the full Navier–Stokes equations, increases the computa-
tional cost of numerical simulations of waves generated by subma-
rine slides. A way to minimise this additional expense is to make
optimum use of computational resources, for example by exploit-
ing adaptive meshing technology. We describe here the use of Flu-dity, an open source, general purpose, computational ﬂuid dynam-
cs, ﬁnite element code ( Piggott et al., 2008; AMCG, 2015 ) to recre-
te two hypothetical two-dimensional submarine slide tsunami
cenarios, one at the laboratory scale (after Assier-Rzadkiewicz
t al., 1997; Ma et al., 2013 ), and one at full scale, situated in the
ulf of Mexico (after Horrillo et al., 2013 ). 
We show that Fluidity offers several important beneﬁts for sub-
arine slide tsunami modelling. Fluidity can employ a number
f different numerical approaches to simulate the submarine slide
ynamics and wave generation, within one numerical framework.
luidity has already successfully modelled wave generation and
arge-scale propagation from a prescribed rigid block slide ( Hill
t al., 2014 ). Here we extend this by modelling wave generation
rom a deformable submarine slide that moves dynamically as a
ewtonian viscous ﬂuid using three different approaches for mod-
lling slide motion and wave generation. The approaches compared
re: a sediment model with a free surface (SEDFS); a two-material
odel: viscous slide and water, with a free surface (MM2FS); and
 three-material model: viscous slide, water and air (MM3). In
M3 the response of the ocean surface to the submarine slide
ovement is represented by the interface between the water and
ir, whereas MM2FS and SEDFS use a free surface (FS) boundary
ondition method. SEDFS is described further in Section 3.1.1 and
M2FS and MM3 in Section 3.1.2 . In all approaches the subma-
ine slide movement is driven by the density difference between
he submarine slide and water. We show that the three different
pproaches produce very similar wave amplitudes and waveforms
hat are consistent with experimental data (at the laboratory scale)
nd inform comparisons with other numerical models (at labora-
ory and full scale) that employ different numerical approaches
e.g., Assier-Rzadkiewicz et al., 1997; Ma et al., 2013 ). We also dis-
uss the merits of each approach for different applications as well
s their relative computational expense. 
Fluidity also has the beneﬁt that it solves the Navier–Stokes
quations on unstructured meshes, which can be ﬁxed (but still
ulti-scale: Hill et al., 2014 ) or fully dynamically adaptive. Adap-
ive meshes can help to reduce computational cost without los-
ng accuracy ( LeVeque and George, 2008; Hill et al., 2012; Hiester
t al., 2014; Parkinson et al., 2014; Behrens, 2014 ). Adaptive meshes
hange their topology and resolution based on the current simula-
ion state and as such can focus or reduce resolution when and
here it is required. By demonstrating that mesh adaptivity pro-
ides substantial computational eﬃciency in the two-dimensional
ubmarine slide simulations presented here, we propose that fu-
ure application of mesh adaptivity in three dimensions should
llow for the simulation of ‘Storegga-sized’ slides, and generated
aves, in three dimensions, as has not previously been possible. 
. Motivation 
A number of different numerical approaches have been used to
imulate the generation and propagation of submarine slide gen-
rated waves. These have guided and motivated the approaches
aken here to simulate slide dynamics and wave generation. Sev-
ral early numerical studies relied on the shallow water (long-
ave) approximation which assumes the horizontal scale of the
ave motion is considerably larger than the local water depth or
ertical scale ( Harbitz, 1992; Jiang and LeBlond, 1992; 1993; 1994;
homson et al., 2001; Fine et al., 1998; 2005; Assier-Rzadkiewicz
t al., 20 0 0 ). Whilst this approximation is generally appropriate
or seismogenic tsunami, it may not be appropriate for subma-
ine slide generated waves, which often have shorter wavelengths
 Glimsdal et al., 2013; Løvholt et al., 2015 ). The approximation also
eglects frequency dispersion and vertical velocity/acceleration.
tudies by Lynett et al. (2003) , Grilli and Watts (2005) , Løvholt
t al. (2008) and Glimsdal et al. (2013) for simulating tsunami
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 ropagation, indicate that waves generated by submarine slides
an be strongly affected by dispersive effects, particularly for rel-
tively small slides. Boussinesq forms of the depth-averaged equa-
ions are also a popular choice that account for wave dispersion.
or a review of their use in the context of submarine slide tsunami
ee Løvholt et al. (2015) and the references therein. Waves gener-
ted by extremely large slides are likely to be less dispersive. In or-
er to investigate fully the effects and importance of slide dynam-
cs and deformability on wave generation, the use of full Navier–
tokes models provides a more complete representation than shal-
ow water models, particularly for relatively small slides ( Watts
nd Grilli, 2003; Abadie et al., 2012; Glimsdal et al., 2013; Horrillo
t al., 2013 ). However, such models also introduce additional com-
lexity, such as accurate treatment of the free surface, and compu-
ational expense. 
Many previous numerical models of submarine slides approx-
mated the slides as rigid-blocks, that moved according to pre-
cribed motion (e.g. Heinrich, 1992; Harbitz, 1992; Fuhrman and
adsen, 2009; Bondevik et al., 2005b; Berndt et al., 2009; Yuk
t al., 2006 and Liu et al. (2005) ). For example, Harbitz (1992) and
ondevik et al. (2005a ) used analytical expressions to deﬁne slide
osition, velocity and acceleration as a function of time. Harbitz
1992) considered a range of slide velocity proﬁles to account for
ncertainties in slide density, rheology and drag. He found that the
ave heights in his simulations were strongly dependent on the
cceleration of the slide and the maximum slide velocity. 
Modelling the slide dynamics removes the need to prescribe
otion, but is computationally more expensive. Prescribing the
lide motion results in one-way coupling between the slide and
ater; i.e., the slide movement inﬂuences the water, but the wa-
er does not affect the slide motion. Two-way coupling is consid-
red in the works of Jiang and LeBlond (1992) , Fine et al. (1998) ,
uleimani et al. (2009) and Nicolsky et al. (2010) , however these all
sed shallow water models. Jiang and LeBlond (1992) found that
ffects of two-way coupling are most signiﬁcant when the slide
ensity is only slightly greater than the density of the water; and
hen the slide is located at shallow water depths (i.e. slide density
s 1.2 times the water density, slide thickness is 0.4 times water
epth). These conditions are not normally fulﬁlled for submarine
lides ( Harbitz et al. 2006 ). Although Section 4.2 considers a sub-
arine slide located in shallow water where two-way coupling is
xpected to be important. 
Some numerical studies have modelled deformable submarine
lides. A number of approaches have been taken, such as modelling
he slide as a Newtonian, viscous ﬂuid ( Jiang and LeBlond, 1992;
ine et al., 2005; Assier-Rzadkiewicz et al., 1997, 20 0 0; Abadie
t al., 2010; Horrillo et al., 2013 ), as a non-Newtonian ﬂuid (e.g.
sing a Bingham rheology) ( Jiang and LeBlond, 1993; Gauer et al.,
006; Assier-Rzadkiewicz et al., 1997 ), and as a water-sediment
ixture ( Ma et al., 2013 ). Some studies show that slide defor-
ation reduces wave amplitudes. These include laboratory exper-
ments by Watts (1997) that indicated wave amplitudes were 50–
0% reduced for deformable slides, compared to rigid slides. Ataie-
shtiani and Najaﬁ-Jilani (2008) found that using a deformable
ubmarine slide reduced wave amplitude by up to 15%, and in-
reased wave period by up to 10%. However, Grilli and Watts
2005) prescribed time-dependant slide deformation and found the
nclusion of deformation produced higher wave amplitudes and
ffected the wavelength of the generated wave. The simulations
y Abadie et al. (2010) also indicated that deformable slides pro-
uce higher wave amplitudes than rigid blocks slides. For subaerial
lides, Morichon and Abadie (2010) report that slide deformabil-
ty seems to be a “critical parameter” for the generated waves and
un-up. In a recent review, Løvholt et al. (2015) assessed the char-
cteristics of submarine slide tsunami and concluded that the ini-
ial acceleration of submarine slides is the most important kine-atic slide parameter in determining the initial sea surface eleva-
ion for slides with a long run-out distance. When slide run-out
istance is relatively short compared to the slide length, the veloc-
ty of the slide becomes more important. They further concluded
hat rapid deformation during the initial acceleration phase would
e needed to inﬂuence the wave produced and recommend further
esearch into slide scenarios with strong deformation. Since slides
re always deformable in real cases, Grilli and Watts (2005) recom-
ended more detailed and realistic simulations of deforming slides
re carried out. The importance of realistic slide dynamics (i.e. ac-
eleration and maximum velocity) and internal deformation dur-
ng the wave-generating stage of slide motion motivates the choice
f numerical modelling approach used in this work, which is de-
cribed in Section 3 . 
. Methods 
.1. Fluidity: governing equations 
Fluidity is a ﬂexible ﬁnite-element/control-volume modelling
ramework, which allows for the numerical solution of several
quation sets ( Piggott et al., 2008 ). It has been used in a num-
er of ﬂuid ﬂow studies, ranging from laboratory to ocean-scale
e.g. Wells et al., 2010; Hill et al., 2012; Hiester et al., 2011;
arkinson et al., 2014 ). In an ocean modelling context, Fluidity
as been used to model both modern and ancient earthquake-
enerated tsunami ( Oishi et al., 2013; Mitchell et al., 2010; Shaw
t al., 2008 ), and tsunami generated by three-dimensional rigid-
lock submarine slides with prescribed motion, in a study of the
ncient Storegga Slide ( Hill et al., 2014 ). 
Here, Fluidity is used to solve the single phase incompressible
avier–Stokes equations: (
∂ u 
∂t 
+ u · ∇ u 
)
= −∇ p + (μ∇ 2 u )− ρg k , (1a)
 · u = 0 , (1b) 
here u is the velocity vector, t represents time, p is pressure, μ
s the dynamic viscosity, ρ is the density, and for this work we as-
ume that we are in a coordinate system where g , the gravitational
cceleration, acts in the z direction: k = (0 , 0 , 1) T . 
For incompressible ﬂows with variable density, an additional
quation is required to close the system; we refer to this as the
quation of state. In the approaches used here, this equation re-
ates the bulk density to the volume fractions of materials in the
roblem, or the concentration of sediment, along with the associ-
ted material properties. The equation of state will depend on the
pproach used with more details given in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 .
urther details of the discretisation methods employed in this work
re given in Section 3.2 . 
.1.1. SEDFS: sediment, water and free surface 
The SEDFS approach uses a scalar tracer ﬁeld describing the
ediment concentration (particle volume fraction) to represent the
ense slide. The sediment is of a user-deﬁned density and sinking
elocity ( Parkinson et al., 2014 ). The user can add as many sedi-
ent tracer ﬁelds as required. Each sediment tracer ﬁeld, indexed
 , represents the concentration, c i , of that sediment class, which be-
aves as any other tracer ﬁeld, except that it can also be subject to
 settling velocity, u si . The scalar equation governing the evolution
f the suspended sediment mass is: 
∂c i 
∂t 
+ ∇ · c i ( u − k u si ) = ∇ · ( κ∇c i ) . (2)
128 Rebecca C. Smith et al. / Ocean Modelling 100 (2016) 125–140 
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t  The settling velocity, u si is the hindered sinking velocity , which
depends on the sediment concentration. Here, due to the high den-
sity of the slide, the sinking velocity is negligible and thus ignored.
κ is the diffusivity of the sediment and here is set to a small value,
10 −6 m 2 s −1 . 
In this work we assume a single sediment class and denote its
concentration of particles in the ﬂuid c s . The equation of state in
this case takes the form 
ρ = (1 − c s ) ρw + c s ρs , (3)
where ρs is the density of the individual sediment particles and
ρw is the density of the water. In the laboratory scale test case pre-
sented here, ρs is 2650 kgm −3 , ρw is 10 0 0 kgm −3 and the maxi-
mum value for c s is 0.58, giving a slide bulk density of 1950 kgm 
−3 .
(For the large scale test case the maximum value for c s is the same,
ρs is 2724 kgm −3 and the slide bulk density is 20 0 0 kgm −3 .) Fur-
ther details of this SEDFS approach may be found in Parkinson
et al. (2014) . The approach is similar to that of Ma et al. (2013) . 
To simulate the evolution of the water surface in response to
the slide dynamics in SEDFS, we use Fluidity’s free-surface bound-
ary condition option ( Funke et al., 2011; Oishi et al., 2013 ). This
moves the upper boundary of the computational domain, with a
linear stretching of the nodes/elements in the interior of the do-
main down to the ﬁxed position of the domain’s lower boundary. 
3.1.2. MM2FS: slide, water and free surface and MM3: slide, water 
and air 
Here, two multi-material approaches are considered which dif-
fer in whether air is explicitly modelled or not, and hence whether
the free surface method described above needs to be employed to
simulate the evolution of the water surface. In these models, vol-
ume fraction ﬁelds, ϕ i , are used to describe the location of differ-
ent materials. Each of the n ϕ volume fraction ﬁelds vary in [0, 1]
and should sum to unity everywhere: 
n ϕ ∑ 
i =1 
ϕ i = 1 . (4)
In this work, either two materials ( n ϕ = 2 , MM2FS: slide and wa-
ter), or three materials ( n ϕ = 3 , MM3: slide, water and air), are
modelled. MM2FS has many similarities to SEDFS, including the
‘FS’ free surface method presented above being used to represent
the location of the upper boundary to the domain. The differ-
ences between MM2FS and SEDFS are described in more detail in
Section 3.2 
Since, from (4) , one of the volume fraction ﬁelds (here always
water) can be recovered from the others using 
ϕ n ϕ = 1 −
n ϕ −1 ∑ 
i =1 
ϕ i , (5)
n ϕ − 1 advection equations of the form 
∂ϕ i 
∂t 
+ u · ∇ϕ i = 0 , (6)
need to be solved. This implies only the slide volume fraction is
solved for in the case of MM2FS, and the slide and air volume
fractions are solved for in the case of MM3. In both approaches
the location of the water is recovered using Eq. (5) . 
In both MM2FS and MM3 the bulk density and viscosity used in
Eq. (1a) is recovered from the volume fraction weighted averages
for all the materials in each approach using: 
ρ = 
n ϕ ∑ 
i =1 
ϕ i ρi , μ = 
n ϕ ∑ 
i =1 
ϕ i μi , (7)
where ρ i and μi represent the constituent densities and viscosities
of the individual materials. For the laboratory scale test case, the densities of slide, water
nd air (if MM3) are 1950 kgm −3 , 10 0 0 kgm −3 and 1 kgm −3 , re-
pectively. In the large scale test case the densities are the same
xcept for the slide, which has a density of 20 0 0 kgm −3 . In the
M3 approach the height of the air above the water is chosen to
e several times the expected maximum wave height. Since the
ir is explicitly modelled in this approach, with the free surface
eing represented by the interface between water and air, this ap-
roach can naturally handle wave overturning/breaking. In the ’FS’
pproach, the inability to simulate wave breaking is a limitation. 
.2. Discretisation 
Fluidity uses the ﬁnite element method to solve the Navier–
tokes equations. Several velocity–pressure representation choices
also known as element pairs) are available and vary depending
n the approach employed ( Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 ). A mixed dis-
retisation approach can be taken where different function spaces
re used to represent velocity and pressure. Implicit time-stepping
the theta method) is used and, following linearisation of the non-
inear advection terms, the associated linear solves for the discre-
ised velocity and pressure systems are conducted in a segregated
anner within a pressure-projection framework which enforces a
ivergence-free velocity ﬁeld ( Piggott et al., 2008 ). Following an
pdate to velocity, scalar advection (-diffusion) equations for sedi-
ent concentration or material volume fractions are then solved
sing ﬂux-limited control volume discretisation methods which
eed into an updated density via the equation of state (( 3 ) or ( 7 )).
ithin a time step, two Picard iterations are then utilised to deal
ith nonlinearity and the coupling between all of the unknowns
n the complete system. In addition, in the simulations presented
ere adaptive time-stepping is used, where the time-step varies,
epending on a user-speciﬁed maximum Courant number. 
For the SEDFS approach ( Section 3.1.1 ), (1a) and (1b) are dis-
retised using a linear continuous Galerkin approximation (P1)
hoice for both velocity and pressure ( Piggott et al., 2008 ). Within
 theta time-stepping algorithm, θ = 0 . 5 is selected yielding the
econd-order Crank–Nicolson method for velocity. To aid stability a
treamline upwind method is used to treat the nonlinear advection
erm. Here the sediment concentration ﬁeld(s), c s , is discretised us-
ng a control volume method on the dual of the triangular ﬁnite
lement mesh, which is denoted here by P1CV. A ﬂux-limited con-
rol volume method is used to solve this scalar equation ( Wilson,
009; Piggott et al., 2009 ). The Sweby ﬂux limiter ( Sweby, 1984 ) is
sed to ensure a bounded ﬂux. 
The MM2FS approach ( Section 3.1.2 ) has many similarities to
he SEDFS approach, but with a different underlying ﬁnite ele-
ent pair, and the use of a more compressive ﬂux limiter ( Leonard,
991 ). Compared to the Sweby limiter, the more compressive lim-
ter used in the MM2FS approach enforces a much sharper inter-
ace between the slide and water, typically within one element
idth. For the discretisation of the equations for the volume frac-
ions, (4) and (5) we again use a control volume method. A fully
xplicit ﬁrst-order time-stepping scheme is used in combination
ith a ‘sub-cycling’ approach which ensures a maximum Courant
umber of 0.25 ( Wilson, 2009 ). For the discretisation of the mo-
entum and continuity equations, (1a) and (1b) , a piecewise con-
tant (P0) approximation is used for velocity. For MM3, pressure
s discretised using the same approximation as the volume frac-
ion ﬁelds, i.e. using the P1CV discretisation. The same pressure
pace is also used as the test space for the continuity equation
1b) . The consistency with the volume fraction discretisation leads
o a method that is both bounded and conservative ( Wilson, 2009 ).
or the MM2FS approach, a P1CV based method is not available
or the combined pressure and free-surface ﬁeld. In this case, we
herefore combine the P0 velocity discretisation with a piecewise
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ninear (P1) discretisation for pressure and free surface. As a result
he volume fraction discretisation is not conservative. However,
or the cases studied here the amount of conservation loss was
egligible. 
In MM3, the interface between water and slide is dealt with
s for MM2FS. The interface between air and water is also han-
led using a compressive limiter, with a coupled approach ensur-
ng that the limiter maintains boundedness for all volume fraction
elds ( Wilson, 2009 ). 
Further details of the discretisation methods employed can be
ound in Piggott et al. (2008) , Wilson (2009) and the Fluidity man-
al ( AMCG, 2015 ). 
.3. Mesh adaptivity 
With the goal of maximising computational eﬃciency, here we
nvestigate the utility of the dynamic mesh adaptivity algorithms
vailable within Fluidity. Speciﬁcally, so-called mesh optimisation
lgorithms are considered that aim to periodically improve the
esh, through the minimisation of an optimisation functional, via
 series of heuristic operations that locally update the shape, size
r connectivity of the mesh. 
The optimisation algorithm aims to achieve elements of given
dge lengths, which can vary throughout the mesh. A measure of
he size and shape of individual elements is provided by the op-
imisation functional, and these quantities are evaluated with re-
pect to a metric tensor, M . 
For a chosen ﬁeld (in this work the volume fraction of water,
 water ) the metric, M is deﬁned by: 
 = 1 
ε ϕ water 
| H(ϕ water ) | , (8)
here ε ϕ water is a constant user-deﬁned weight for ϕ water . Based
n sensitivity studies, in this work ϕ water alone was used to con-
truct M , to ensure the interfaces between materials were well re-
olved. | H ϕ water | is the Hessian matrix (of second-order derivatives)
or ϕ water where the absolute values of its eigenvalues have been
aken ( Hiester et al., 2011 ). | H ϕ water | describes the curvature of the
olume fraction ﬁeld in the different coordinate directions, and is
sed to identify regions of the domain that warrant ﬁne or coarse
esolution in the vertical and/or horizontal direction ( Pain et al.,
001 ). The M chosen thus encodes the desired mesh resolution,
hich can be highly anisotropic. 
Since M is motivated by linear interpolation theory the result of
he mesh optimisation operation described above is to place ﬁner
esolution in regions with high curvature in solution ﬁelds, and
oarser resolution where the ﬁeld varies linearly. In practice, M is
imited in order to place restrictions on the maximum and min-
mum element size, maximum allowable aspect ratio, the spatial
radation of element edge length, and maximum number of ele-
ents permitted. For more details and examples of this approach
ee Piggott et al. (2008) , Hiester et al. (2011) , Hiester et al. (2014) ,
ill et al. (2012) and Parkinson et al. (2014) and references therein.
.3.1. Metric advection 
The concept of metric advection is considered in some of the
imulations presented here to reduce the frequency of adapting
he mesh. Metric advection involves the advection of each com-
onent of the metric with the ﬂow ﬁeld and is described further
n Hiester et al. (2011) . The motivation for advecting the metric
s to pre–empt where higher resolution is likely to be required in
etween times when the mesh is adapted. For example, so that
he interface between materials, including the fast moving head
f the slide, does not advect outside the region of enhanced res-
lution and therefore potentially be subject to excessive numerical
iffusion. This results in higher resolution over a greater area, andherefore an increased number of nodes, however, in principle it
llows the frequency of mesh adapts to be reduced whilst main-
aining a good representation of the dynamics in the simulation. 
.3.2. Vertically aligned adaptivity 
For relatively high aspect ratio problems it has been found that
aintaining columns of elements in the vertical direction has ad-
antages for stability. Fully unstructured meshes without any align-
ent in the vertical direction, can give rise to artiﬁcial horizon-
al gradients of ﬁelds that only vary vertically. For instance, in
he MM3 approach, the initial air–water interface should be com-
letely ﬂat and remain at rest; however, with no vertical alignment
f the nodes in the mesh, small artiﬁcial gradients in the hydro-
tatic pressure will initiate spurious waves leading to instability. 
Despite the restriction to vertical columns of elements, adaptive
esolution in both the horizontal and vertical direction can still be
chieved using a two-stage approach. In the ﬁrst stage, a horizontal
urface mesh is created with varying resolution according to the
orizontal components of the metric, M . In the second stage this
esh is extruded vertically by creating columns of nodes under
ach node of the horizontal mesh. The distance between the nodes
vertical resolution) can be chosen for each column independently.
inally the nodes are connected into cells. 
Since the test cases considered here are only two-dimensional,
oth the horizontal mesh, and the vertical meshes (columns of
odes) below each surface node, are one-dimensional and mesh
daptivity is straight-forward. First we obtain the desired new edge
engths x i by projecting the metric in the appropriate direction
iven by a unit vector ˆ e, and using the following relation: 
x 2 i ˆ e
T M i ˆ  e = 1 . (9)
his expresses the fact that the optimal edge when measured with
he metric should have length one. 
Next, the old mesh co-ordinates are mapped x → ˜ x from physi-
al space to a so called metric space using: 
˜ 1 = 0 ; ˜ xi = ˜ xi −1 + 
x i − x i −1 
x i 
, (10)
here x i is the desired edge length between nodes x i and x i −1 .
egions of the old mesh that require adaptation will give node
pacings in metric space that differ from the ideal edge length of
ne. To deﬁne the new mesh, the ﬁrst step is calculate the opti-
um number of nodes. Since the ideal edge length in metric space
s one, this is simply ˜ xN rounded up to the nearest integer, where
 is the last node of the old mesh. Then the new mesh is created
sing a uniform node separation of ˜ xN / ceiling ( ˜  xN ) , which is not
uite equal to one but ensures an integer number of edges ﬁt ex-
ctly into the domain. The ﬁnal step is to map the position of the
ew nodes in metric space back to physical coordinates by inter-
olating from the old nodes in metric space. 
If x ′ 
j 
and ˜ x′ 
j 
are the coordinates of the new mesh in physical and
etric space, respectively, the interpolation is given by: 
 
′ 
j = 
˜ x′ 
j 
− ˜ xi −1 
˜ xi − ˜ xi −1 
x i + 
˜ xi − ˜ x′ j 
˜ xi − ˜ xi −1 
x i −1 (11)
or ˜ xi −1 < ˜ x′ j < ˜ xi . This approach to one-dimensional mesh optimi-
ation avoids directional bias and the need to crop the last element
n one side of the domain. 
. Test cases 
Two hypothetical submarine slide tsunami scenarios are con-
idered, one at laboratory scale, validating against experimental
ata and benchmarking against prior numerical studies ( Assier-
zadkiewicz et al., 1997; Ma et al., 2013 ), and one at large scale,
enchmarking against results from two different models in a sce-
ario proposed by Horrillo et al. (2013) in the Gulf of Mexico. 
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Fig. 1. Geometry and initial condition for laboratory scale simulations, after Assier-Rzadkiewicz et al. (1997) . 
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e  4.1. Laboratory scale test case: Assier-Rzadkiewicz et al. (1997) 
4.1.1. Problem set-up 
This test case is taken from the laboratory experiments and
numerical models of Assier-Rzadkiewicz et al. (1997) , which it-
self is an extension using deformable slides, of the rigid block
experiments and numerical models of Heinrich (1992) . Heinrich
(1992) used the two-dimensional incompressible Navier–Stokes
equations, modelling water with a free surface, and the rigid slide
with a moving bottom boundary. Assier-Rzadkiewicz et al. (1997)
extended the NASA-VOF2D code to deformable slides, using a
sediment-mixture numerical model. NASA-VOF2D solves the two-
dimensional incompressible Navier–Stokes equations on a struc-
tured grid using low order ﬁnite differences and with a volume
of ﬂuid (VoF) approach to track the location of the free surface
( Torrey et al., 1985 ), and treats the slide as a viscous ﬂuid. Assier-
Rzadkiewicz et al. (1997) also conducted laboratory experiments of
granular slides in order to validate this model. The laboratory ex-
periments used both solid (with 45 ° slope angle) and deformable
slides (30 ° and 45 ° slopes angles). The deformable slides were rep-
resented using granular materials with three different grain size
ranges. The tank used was 4 m long, 0.3 m wide and 2.0 m high,
with a water depth of 1.6 m. The submarine slide mass was ini-
tially triangular in shape and spans the width of the channel, so
this was considered a two-dimensional experiment. The dimen-
sions of the slide were 0.65 m × 0.65 m, with a mean den-
sity of 1950 kgm −3 . Ma et al. (2013) presented results of an ex-
tension of NHWAVE (Non-Hydrostatic WAVE model), which were
also compared with Assier-Rzadkiewicz et al. (1997) (along with
other scenarios). NHWAVE is a three-dimensional (non-hydrostatic)
Navier–Stokes model using ﬁnite volume based discretisations on
a structured grid which utilising free surface/bathymetry following
σ coordinates and where the free surface movement is controlled
through time-stepping the depth-integrated continuity equations
( Ma et al., 2012 ). Similarly to NASA-VOF2D, the slide was repre-
sented using a sediment-mixture model. Assuming the same mean
density as Assier-Rzadkiewicz et al. (1997) , they use a volumetric
sediment concentration of 0.58. They used a simpliﬁed slide model,
which did not consider inter-granular stresses. A κ − ε RANS tur-
bulence model ( Lin and Liu, 1998a, 1998b; Ma et al., 2011, 2013 )
was used to calculate turbulent viscosity and diffusivity. 
Here, Fluidity was used to simulate the same deformable slide
scenario, from Assier-Rzadkiewicz et al. (1997) . The initial condi-
tion is shown in Fig. 1 . Three approaches were compared within
Fluidity: SEDFS, MM2FS and MM3. An adaptive timestep was
used, with a requested maximum Courant number of 0.75. A
free-slip, no-normal ﬂow boundary condition was used on the
slope and bottom of the tank. A dynamic water viscosity of
1 kgm −1 s −1 was used in all simulations, whilst dynamic viscosi-
ties of 10 kgm −1 s −1 and 0.1 kgm −1 s −1 were used for the slide
and air respectively in MM2FS and MM3 simulations. Results are
compared to the laboratory experiments and numerical results inssier-Rzadkiewicz et al. (1997) , as well as the numerical results
rom Ma et al. (2013) , which used an approach similar to SEDFS. 
.1.2. Fixed mesh results 
Results are presented for the same ﬁxed mesh resolution as
ssier-Rzadkiewicz et al. (1997) (0.1 m by 0.1 m element edge
engths) and at the same time levels. All three of the approaches
vailable with Fluidity give similar results, and agree closely with
he numerical results of Assier-Rzadkiewicz et al. (1997) . 
The slide geometry in the different models is very similar at
oth time intervals illustrated in Fig. 2 . The slide–water interface
s most diffuse in SEDFS, owing to the less compressive advection
cheme employed in this approach as well as the explicit inclusion
f diffusion. Bulk densities at these time intervals are also shown
n Assier-Rzadkiewicz et al. (1997) and Ma et al. (2013) . In all cases
he slide head overturns, and a second overturning billow of ma-
erial separates off the main slide further up the slope. 
Fig. 3 (a and c) compares the surface wave forms predicted by
luidity’s three approaches. There is little difference between the
hree approaches at 0.4 s (a), because the slide has quickly accel-
rated into deep water, where any changes in the detailed slide ge-
metry due to differences in the numerical treatment of the slide,
ave little inﬂuence on the wave produced. 
Fig. 3 (b and d) presents experimental results ( Assier-
zadkiewicz et al., 1997 ) along with previous numerical model
esults from NASA-VOF2D ( Assier-Rzadkiewicz et al., 1997 ) and
HWAVE ( Ma et al., 2013 ), for comparison with the range of results
rom the three different approaches in Fluidity. As observed with
ASA-VOF2D ( Assier-Rzadkiewicz et al., 1997 ) and NHWAVE ( Ma
t al., 2013 ), the maximum wave heights predicted by Fluidity are
lightly greater than the experimental results. However, the ampli-
udes are lower than those obtained in the model used by Ma et al.
2013) , and are also closer to the experimental results than NASA-
OF2D ( Assier-Rzadkiewicz et al., 1997 ). At 0.8 s, for the wave
rough located at 0.1 m, the Fluidity range matches very closely
ith Ma et al. (2013) model, and for the wave trough located at
.6 m, the Fluidity range matches well with Assier-Rzadkiewicz
t al. (1997) model. The peak in the wave train located at 0.1–
.5 m is higher in Fluidity than both Assier-Rzadkiewicz et al.
1997) and Ma et al. (2013) , and is closer to that observed in the
xperiments. Ma et al. (2013) note that NHWAVE over-predicts the
enerated surface waves, because of faster movement of the slide
n the simulation compared to the experiments. They attribute
his to their simpliﬁed treatment of the slide, where stresses
etween sediment grains that would decelerate the slide, are
ot considered. However, SEDFS does not consider these stresses
ither, and the slide in SEDFS moves slower than the slide in
HWAVE, so it is unclear whether this simpliﬁcation is the reason
or the discrepancy, as SEDFS makes the same simpliﬁcation. 
In the results presented, a free-slip boundary condition was
sed, for consistency with the set-up used in Assier-Rzadkiewicz
t al. (1997) . However, a no-slip, or drag boundary condition may
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Fig. 2. Density plots at t = 0.4 s and t = 0.8 s for initial water density 10 0 0 kgm −3 , slide density 1950 kgm −3 in SEDFS (top), MM2FS (middle) and MM3 (bottom). 
Fig. 3. A comparison of water surface elevations for: (a,c) three different approaches by Fluidity: SEDFS (solid red), MM2FS (blue dotted) and MM3 (solid green) and (b,d) the 
spread in the results by Fluidity (yellow area bounded by black line) and the experimental results (red dotted) and NASA-VOF2D numerical results from ( Assier-Rzadkiewicz 
et al., 1997 ) (purple) and NHWAVE ( Ma et al., 2013 ) (solid blue) at t = 0.4 s (a,b) and t = 0.8 s (c,d). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 4. Density plots with close-ups showing complex wave interactions, including wave breaking and back-ﬁll in MM3 simulation at (a) 0.7, (b) 0.8, (c) 0.9 and (d) 1.0 s. 
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 be more appropriate to reﬂect the friction of the slide along the
slope at laboratory scale. Ma et al. (2013) appear to use a bound-
ary condition with some drag, but this is not documented. The
laboratory experiment was compared to two-dimensional numeri-
cal models, however, in reality the tank had some width and there
would have been some friction between the water and the sides of
the tank. This would have resulted in a reduction in wave height
as energy was lost to friction. In all the models discussed here, this
friction from the tank sides is not modelled or accounted for; ac-
counting for it may improve the match between experimental and
numerical results. On the other hand, some part of the discrepancy
between models and experiment may be related to experimental
limitations. For example, small-scale wave generation experiments
can suffer from unavoidable scale effects not present in numerical
models. For instance, surface tension at the air–water interface is
a negligible force at large scales and hence neglected in numeri-
cal models, yet in small scale experiments this force may be an
important component of wave resistance, providing additional dis-
sipation. Given the possible experimental limitations, the compar-
isons with the numerical models NHWAVE and NASA-VOF2D are
important for effective evaluation of Fluidity, and overall a good
match is obtained between the three models. 
For the models of Assier-Rzadkiewicz et al. (1997) and Ma et al.
(2013) results are not presented past 0.8 s. At this time the wave
that propagates up-slope, in the opposite direction to the slide
direction, steepens and starts to break. These models, and the
models in Fluidity that employ a free surface boundary condi-
tion (MM2FS and SEDFS), are not able to model the wave break-
ing. However, the method used in MM3, tracks the interface be-
tween the air and water as a discontinuity in volume fraction, and
is therefore able to continue simulating the wave evolution after
breaking and back-ﬁll occurs. This is shown in Fig. 4 . 
A mesh sensitivity study ( Fig. 5 ) was undertaken to establish
the optimum spatial resolution of the ﬁxed meshes required to
achieve a robust result (in terms of the wave amplitude and the
location of the front of the slide). These spatial resolution stud-
ies showed that cells with edge lengths of 0.01 m horizontally and s  ertically (leading to a mesh comprising 58,286 nodes) provided
 good compromise between accuracy and eﬃciency. Increasing
he resolution further had minimal effect on the maximum wave
eight, as shown in Fig. 5 . This was also the spatial resolution used
y Assier-Rzadkiewicz et al. (1997) . For ﬁxed mesh simulations, run
n serial, SEDFS took just over one hour to reach 0.8 s, the MM2FS
et up took approximately 1.5 h, MM3 set up took just over 2 h. 
.1.3. Adaptive mesh results 
For MM3 simulations, an adaptive mesh (e.g. Fig. 6 ) was used
o dynamically increase spatial resolution in regions of interest and
ecrease spatial resolution away from these regions. In the MM3
daptive simulations described in Table 1 , the mesh adapted to
he volume fraction of water. This resulted in increased resolution
t the boundaries between air–water, and water–slide. The spa-
ial resolution decreases with increasing distance away from these
oundaries. In a simulation it is possible to vary, amongst other
ptions, the minimum and maximum edge length in both spatial
imensions; gradation factor (the factor by which the edge length
an change from one element to the next); the ﬁeld weight, ε ϕ water ;
hether metric advection is used or not; whether the mesh is
dapted before the simulation begins; and how often the mesh is
dapted. To determine the best adaptivity parameters, a suite of
imulations were run. A sample of these simulations and their pa-
ameters are described in Table 1 . 
In Fig. 5 the maximum wave height observed in each simula-
ion is plotted for MM3 ﬁxed mesh simulations (blue line), with
dge lengths of 0.04, 0.02, 0.01, 0.005, and 0.0025 m. This shows
he maximum wave heights at 0.4 s and 0.8 s, converge to approxi-
ately 3.3 cm and 6.3 cm respectively. For the adaptive mesh sim-
lations the maximum wave height is plotted against the average
umber of nodes employed during the simulation (between the
rst adapt of the mesh and when the simulation reached 0.8 s).
he error bars displayed show the maximum and minimum num-
er of nodes during the simulation. 
A reduction in the maximum edge length permitted during the
imulation (a6 from a1), results in a maximum wave height closer
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Fig. 5. Maximum water surface elevations at 0.4 s (a) and 0.8 s (b) for MM3 simulations. Fixed mesh results for element edge lengths 0.04, 0.02, 0.01, 0.005 and 0.0025, 
represented by number of nodes in the simulation (solid blue). a1–a6 used adaptive meshes, plotted at the average number of nodes in the simulation, with error bars to 
indicate the minimum and maximum number of nodes used during the simulation. The black dots indicates results from NASA-VOF2D ( Assier-Rzadkiewicz et al., 1997 ). (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
Table 1 
Parameters for lab scale adaptive simulations. 
Simulation 
name 
Minimum edge 
lengths: 
horizontal, 
vertical (m) 
Maximum edge 
lengths: 
horizontal, 
vertical (m) 
Metric 
advec- 
tion 
No. of 
timesteps 
between mesh 
adapts 
a1 0.01, 0.01 4, 0.5 On 20 
a2 0.05, 0.05 4, 0.5 On 20 
a3 0.01, 0.01 10, 5 On 20 
a4 0.01, 0.01 4, 0.5 Off 20 
a5 0.01, 0.01 4, 0.5 On 10 
a6 0.01, 0.01 1, 0.1 On 20 
t  
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f  
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s  
o  o the converged value and therefore increased accuracy. However,
here is also an increase in computational cost, because the num-
er of nodes increases. Compared to the ﬁxed mesh simulation,
imulation a6 used almost an order of magnitude fewer nodes to
btain the converged value for the wave height. An increase in the
inimum edge length (a2 from a1) or maximum edge length (a3
rom a1) permitted during the simulation leads to decrease in ac-
uracy, and there is little, or no, saving in computational cost. This
s because both these changes produce a mesh with less spatial
ariation in edge length. Metric advection predicts where higher
patial resolution will be needed in the future, and increases res-
lution accordingly. Therefore, not employing metric advection (a4
134 Rebecca C. Smith et al. / Ocean Modelling 100 (2016) 125–140 
Fig. 6. Adaptive mesh at 0.8 s in simulation a6. Higher spatial resolution at the boundaries between the three materials can be observed, as can the vertically aligned nature 
of the mesh. 
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a  
u  from a1) results in increased likelihood of the dynamics of inter-
est (here, the interface between materials) propagating out of the
regions of high resolution, and an associated decrease in accuracy. 
Using meshes that adapt more frequently (a5 from a1) is also
not advantageous as it is computationally more expensive and
additional small errors are introduced during the interpolation
of ﬁelds between the pre– and post–adapted meshes. These are
usually insigniﬁcant but can accumulate if the mesh adapts too
frequently. 
The adaptive simulation a6, uses only 20% of the nodes used in
the ﬁxed mesh simulation that achieves the same result. Simula-
tion a6 uses the same minimum edge length as the edge length
in the ﬁxed mesh, however the edge length is coarsened away
from material interfaces, and this leads to a reduction in number of
nodes and therefore lower computational expense. The simulation
time is reduced from 120 min (ﬁxed mesh MM3) to approximately
20 min (adaptive mesh MM3, simulation a6). 
4.2. Large scale test case: Gulf of Mexico, Horrillo et al. (2013) 
4.2.1. Problem set-up 
To benchmark Fluidity for a full scale tsunamigenic sub-
marine slide event, the recent simulations of Horrillo et al.
(2013) were used. In this work they present TSUNAMI3D, their
three-dimensional Navier–Stokes model for water and submarine
slide, and validate it against the laboratory experiments of Liu
et al. (2005) , before applying it to a full-scale historical sce-
nario in the Gulf of Mexico in two and three dimensions com-
paring TSUNAMI3D and a more diffusive commercial CFD program,
FLOW3D. 
TSUNAMI3D builds on the classical VoF formulation of Hirt and
Nichols (1981) to track both the water surface and slide interface
on a structured grid with a 3rd order ﬁnite difference scheme to
solve the incompressible Navier–Stokes system. The VoF method
determines regions containing water and slide material, with cor-
responding cell-weighted values of physical properties (density and
viscosity) used in the momentum equation, in a very similar man-er to the MM2FS and MM3 approaches employed in this work.
SUNAMI3D uses a simpliﬁed treatment of the free surface: the
ree surface in each column of cells is treated as horizontal, and
onsequently, wave breaking cannot be modelled. The water and
lide are modelled as two incompressible, Newtonian ﬂuids. For
he full-scale tsunami simulations in a vertical two-dimensional
lice domain ( Horrillo et al., 2013 ) TSUNAMI3D is conﬁgured to
nly employ two cells in the “third” dimension. 
In the two-dimensional full-scale scenario considered, the slide
s on average approximately 150 m thick, 30 km long and the slope
s approximately 1.6%. Their domain is 100 km across by 1.24 km
igh, with 496,0 0 0 cells, which are each 100 m across and 10 m
igh. The initial densities of the water and slide are 10 0 0 kgm −3 
nd 20 0 0 kgm −3 , respectively. With bathymetry data and slide ge-
metry provided by Horrillo (pers. comm) the two-dimensional
imulation is replicated using Fluidity, with the same geometry
nd ﬂuid densities. The set-up is shown in Fig. 7 . In Fluidity, the
alues for dynamic viscosity, in the horizontal and vertical respec-
ively are set as 10 6 kgm −1 s −1 and 10 3 kgm −1 s −1 for water, and
0 7 kgm −1 s −1 and 10 3 kgm −1 s −1 for the slide. Viscosity values
ncorporate both the physical viscosity and the turbulent viscosity.
hese ‘eddy’ viscosity values were selected in order to dampen any
nstabilities at the interface between water and slide, whilst being
ow enough to have a negligible effect on the overall motion of the
lide. The meshes used in this work employ elements with a high
spect ratio i.e. with a far larger element edge length in the hor-
zontal direction than the vertical direction; anisotropic values for
eddy’ viscosity are often required for simulations on such meshes.
The problem was reproduced using the three available meth-
ds: SEDFS, MM2FS and MM3. An adaptive timestep was used,
ith a requested maximum Courant number of 0.5. A free-slip
oundary condition on the water bottom was used. 
.2.2. Fixed mesh results 
Density contour plots at three times in each simulation (3, 7
nd 10 min) are shown in Fig. 8 . As in the laboratory scale sim-
lations, SEDFS (a) has a more diffuse interface between the slide
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Fig. 7. Geometry and initial condition for Gulf of Mexico test case ( Horrillo et al., 2013 ). There is a vertical exaggeration by a factor of 30. 
Fig. 8. Density plots at 3, 7 and 10 min in SEDFS, MM2FS and MM3 simulations. There is a vertical exaggeration by a factor of 30. 
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1  nd water, this is also reﬂected in the water surface, resulting in a
mooth free surface. In all three approaches material builds up in
he slide head and the position of the slide head is almost identi-
al. Consistent with Horrillo et al. (2013) and Løvholt et al. (2015) ,
e also ﬁnd that wave generation is largely controlled by the ini-
ial movement/acceleration of the slide under gravity, as opposed
o the later deformation and run out of the slide in deeper water. 
Water surface wave forms obtained by Fluidity at 3, 7 and
0 min using the three different approaches in Fluidity are com-
ared in Fig. 9 (a, c, e). Between the three approaches there isery good agreement in wave amplitudes and the locations of the
ave minimums and maximums. At 10 min, there is more vari-
tion in the three approaches ( Fig. 9 e). This is due to the differ-
nt behaviour of the slide in each case, the ability of the model
o handle wave breaking, and the nature of the interface between
aterials, affecting the diffusion of the slide material into the wa-
er. The range of water surface elevations are compared to the two
odel results in Horrillo et al. (2013) , TSUNAMI3D and FLOW3D,
t the same time intervals ( Fig. 9 b, d, f). Good agreement (within
0%) in wave amplitude and wave form is seen between the three
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Fig. 9. Water surface elevations at 3 min, 7 min, and 10 min for (left) Fluidity: SEDFS (solid red), MM2 (dashed blue), MM3 (solid green), and (right) the range of Fluidity 
wave heights (yellow area bounded by black line), TSUNAMI3D (solid blue) and FLOW3D (solid red) (from Horrillo et al. (2013) ). (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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omodels at all-time levels. However, the forwarding propagating
wave forms produced by Fluidity are consistently slightly ahead
of the other models and has a higher maximum peak at 7 min
( Fig. 9 d). The rearward propagating wave form produced by Fluid-
ity tends to lie between the TSUNAMI3D and FLOW3D results. 
4.2.3. Adaptive mesh results 
In Fig. 10 the maximum wave heights, at 3 min (a) and 7 min
(b), are plotted against number of nodes for MM3 ﬁxed mesh sim-
ulations (blue line), with edge lengths in the horizontal/vertical of:
400 × 40 m 2 , 200 × 20 m 2 , 100 × 10 m 2 , 50 × 5 m 2 , 20 × 2 m 2
and 10 × 1 m 2 . The maximum wave heights at 3 min and 7 min
converge to approximately 16 m and 43 m respectively. Cells with
edge lengths of 50 m in the horizontal and 5 m in the vertical
provide a reasonable compromise between accuracy and computa-
tional expense. 
An adaptive mesh (e.g., a section of which is shown in Fig. 11 )
was used to increase spatial resolution at the interfaces between
slide and water, and water and air. Coarser spatial resolution can
be seen with increasing distance from these regions and despite
the columnar restriction in vertically aligned adaptivity, the mesh
resolution can be seen varying locally in both directions. In Fig. 10he maximum wave height for four adaptive mesh simulations are
lotted against the average number of nodes during each simu-
ation. Error bars show the maximum and minimum number of
odes between the ﬁrst adapt and when the simulation reached
0 min. 
Parameters for the four adaptive mesh simulations shown in
ig. 10 are described in Table 2 . The adaptivity settings were varied
o establish the optimum values. Increasing maximum horizontal
dge length (h2 from h1) resulted in only a slight deterioration
n the solution accuracy and signiﬁcantly reduces the minimum
nd maximum number of nodes in the simulation. However, as
he average number of nodes is relatively unchanged relative to h1,
t does not constitute a substantial improvement. Increasing min-
mum vertical edge length (h3 from h1), reduced the maximum
nd average number of nodes in simulation, however, this com-
utational saving comes with substantial loss in accuracy. The ab-
ence of metric advection (h4 from h1) resulted in increased like-
ihood of the material interfaces propagating out of the regions of
igh resolution, causing material to diffuse further into the water
olumn, disturbing the water surface, and resulting in decreased
ccuracy. The effects of adaptivity parameters observed in the large
cale test case are consistent with the effects observed in the lab-
ratory scale case. 
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Fig. 10. Maximum water surface elevations at 3 min (a) and 7 min (b) for MM3 simulations. Fixed mesh results for element edge lengths in horizontal/vertical: 400 ×
40 m 2 , 200 × 20 m 2 , 100 × 10 m 2 , 50 × 5 m 2 , 20 × 2 m 2 and 10 × 1 m 2 . These are represented by number of nodes in each simulation (solid blue). h1–h4 used adaptive 
meshes, plotted at the average number of nodes in the simulation, with error bars to indicate the minimum and maximum number of nodes used. The red dot indicates a 
result from FLOW3D, with the black dot a result from TSUNAMI3D ( Horrillo et al., 2013 ). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.) 
Fig. 11. Close up section of adapted mesh at 7 min for MM3 simulation h1. 
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Table 2 
Parameters for large scale adaptive simulations. 
Simulation 
name 
Minimum edge 
length: vertical 
(m) 
Minimum edge 
length: 
horizontal (m) 
Maximum edge 
length: vertical 
(m) 
Maximum edge 
length: 
horizontal (m) 
Metric 
advec- 
tion 
No. of timesteps 
between mesh 
adapts 
h1 2 100 200 100 On 20 
h2 2 100 200 400 On 20 
h3 10 100 200 100 On 20 
h4 2 100 200 100 Off 20 
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 Adaptive simulation h1 uses, on average, an order of magnitude
fewer nodes than the number of nodes needed in a ﬁxed mesh
simulation to obtain a very similar result. Using a minimum el-
ement edge length of 100 × 2 m 2 , and maximum element edge
length of 200 × 200 m 2 , the simulation time, in serial, is reduced
to approximately 4 h, compared to 10 h for a ﬁxed mesh resolu-
tion of 100 × 10 m 2 . The adaptive results shown are all within 10%
of the converged answer at each time. This indicates that the re-
sult is not greatly dependant on the adaptivity parameters that are
chosen. 
5. Discussion 
The three modelling approaches considered in this work have
differing com putational costs. SEDFS is the most eﬃcient, followed
by MM2FS, then MM3. This is largely governed by the increasing
number of ﬁelds that are solved for (volume fractions or concen-
trations) and the need to sub-cycle the solution for the volume
fraction. However, there is also an increase in the number of de-
grees of freedom from SEDFS to MM2FS to MM3. This is due to
the changes in discretisation methods employed, as well as MM3
representing the additional volume of air above the water surface. 
As submarine slides are often subcritical – the wave speed is
far greater than the speed of the slide – the initial slide move-
ment dominates the wave generation ( Harbitz et al., 2014; Løvholt
et al., 2015 ). This is typically seen in the simulations presented
here, where the waveform is largely determined by the initial ac-
celeration of the slide, when it is at relatively shallow depths, and
not by later details of the slide movement and deformation. The
three different approaches produce very similar waveforms and the
slides evolve similarly in each case. 
Each of the three approaches used in this work have advantages
justifying their use for different scenarios. In the high slide density
scenarios considered here, the SEDFS approach differs from MM2FS
and MM3 in how the concentration/volume fraction is advected i.e.
the choice of ﬂux limiter (see Section 3.2 ); using SEDFS there is
greater diffusion of the slide material. In submarine slide scenarios
with lower particle concentrations, where the settling velocity is
non-negligible, SEDFS allows other aspects of slide dynamics to be
considered, including material deposition from the slide (providing
a method to compare to deposits) and its transformation from sub-
marine slide into turbidity current. However, the full model includ-
ing sediment settling dynamics is only valid for dilute sediment
concentrations. More dilute ﬂows will favour the more diffusive
SEDFS approach and so the most appropriate choice of model will
also depend on the sediment concentration. Another advantage of
this approach is that, the free surface method (used in SEDFS and
MM2FS) has the potential to facilitate more straightforward cou-
pling to a basin scale wave propagation model in the future, or
between different approaches within Fluidity. 
A disadvantage of SEDFS is that it does not allow the slide and
water to have different viscosities; however, this ﬂexibility is avail-
able in MM2FS and MM3. Both MM2FS and MM3 allow modelling
of a sharp interface between materials, whereas SEDFS assumes a
more diffusive interface. MM3 is more ﬂexible, as it has the ad-antage of being able to model wave breaking during the gener-
tion phase. However, in realistic submarine slide scenarios wave
reaking does not often occur because submarine slides are sub-
ritical and often initiate in deep water, implying that wave am-
litudes are typically low relative to wavelength. If wave break-
ng does not occur, modelling the third material (air) is an un-
ecessary expense, because the computational domain is larger,
nd it requires high mesh resolutions at the water–air interface. In
his case, simulations that employ Fluidity’s free-surface method
MM2FS, SEDFS) are computationally more eﬃcient. Additionally,
M3 requires higher spatial resolution before convergence of the
aximum wave height is reached (comparison not shown). This
ay be a consequence of how water surface elevation is extracted
rom MM3 simulations, as the interface position is not calculated
xplicitly as it is with the method used in MM2FS and SEDFS. In-
tead, the air–water interface position is calculated based on the
ir and water volume fractions, and hence depends more sensi-
ively on spatial resolution. 
. Conclusions 
Fluidity has been successfully compared to laboratory experi-
ents and four other numerical models (two at laboratory scale
nd two using a full scale slide). Three different approaches
SEDFS, MM2FS and MM3) within Fluidity have been successfully
pplied to dynamically model submarine slide evolution at both
aboratory and large scales using ﬁxed meshes. Each approach has
dvantages and disadvantages, so future use will depend on each
peciﬁc application. Mesh adaptivity has also been applied at both
aboratory and realistic scales, tracking important features of the
lide geometry as the simulation progresses. The importance of
lide geometry, deformation and dynamics will be the subject of
uture work. Mesh adaptivity has been shown to reduce the com-
utational expense of simulations, whilst maintaining accuracy. At
oth scales we were able to reduce the number of nodes by at
east an order of magnitude. This can be utilised in the future to
imulate scenarios previously considered too computationally ex-
ensive, for example in three-dimensional simulations. 
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